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OFFSHORE LIMITED/UNLIMITED DP CERTIFICATE FLOWCHART 
The components of the scheme are set out in the following flowchart. To obtain a DP Operator Certificate 
(Limited and Unlimited) the route outlined below must be followed.  
 
The old scheme route to obtain a DP Operator Certificate can be found on our website on the DP Help Page 
http://www.nialexisplatform.org/dp-help-page/offshore/requirements/ 

Phase B: A minimum of 60 DP sea time 
days AND completion of task section 
on board a certified DP class vessel + 

company confirmation letter

Phase C: DP Simulator Course + 
practical assessment + online 

examination

Phase D: 60 DP sea time days on board 
a certified class DP vessel + company 

confirmation letter

Phase E: Statement of Suitability 
signed off  by Master of last DP vessel

LIMITED CERTIFICATE

UNLIMITED CERTIFICATE

Complete online DP application and 
send documents to the NI office

No

No

Yes

Yes

Phase A: DP Induction Course + online 
examination

Completion of the STR Course 
is counted as 30 DP sea time 
days  and will reduce 30 days 

in Phase D

The NI will calculate and issued the DP 
certificate based on the criteria below:

120 DP sea time days?

a

Minimum of 
60 DP sea time days 

on board a DP 2 or DP 3 
class 

vessel?

Last 30 DP 
sea time days on board of 

a DP 2 or DP 3 class 
vessel?

Upgrade from Limited to Unlimited 
DP certificate: minimum of 60 DP 
sea time days on board certified 

class 2/3 DP vessel + Statement of 
Suitability signed by Master in the 

last vessel + company confirmation 
letter are required before 

submitting documents to the NI.

Yes

No

UNSUCCESSFUL: Candidate 
needs to obtain more DP sea 
time on board of a classed DP 
vessel as per NI requirements. 

30 DP sea time days on board a 
certified class vessel + company 

confirmation letter

http://www.nialexisplatform.org/dp-help-page/offshore/requirements/
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OFFSHORE UNCLASSED DP CERTIFICATE FLOWCHART 
The route that must be followed in order to obtain a DP Operator Certificate (restricted to Unclassed vessels): 

 

Phase A: DP Induction Course 
+ online examination

Phase B: A minimum of 60 DP 
sea time days AND 

completion of task section on 
board an Unclassed DP vessel 

+ company confirmation 
letter

Phase E: Statement of 
Suitability signed off by 

Master of last DP vessel + 
company confirmation letter

To upgrade from an UNCLASSED 
RESTRICTED certificate to a 

LIMITED certificate see Route 1 in 
Appendix E.

NI assesses
 and verifies documents. 

Everything ok?

Applicant must re-join 
the above process as 
instructed by the NI

Completion of the STR Course 
is counted as 30 DP sea time 

days  and will reduce 30 days in 
Phase D

No

Yes

Converting the
 Unclassed Certificate

 to Limited or Unlimited 
certificate?

Phase C: DP Simulator Course 
+ online examination

Phase D: A minimum of 60 DP 
sea time days on board an 

Unclassed DP vessel

Complete online DP 
application and send 

documents to the NI office

UNCLASSED CERTIFICATE

To upgrade from an UNCLASSED 
RESTRICTED certificate to an  

UNLIMITED certificate see Route 
1 in Appendix E.

30 DP sea time days on board 
an unclassed and/or certified 

classed vessel + company 
confirmation letter


